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The Glendale High Tide

Glendale, CA At Glendale High School in Glendale, CA, 
students in Ms. Kittelson’s English and ELD classes have 
expressed themselves through prose, poetry and pictures.

On the pages that follow, you will experience essays, 
homilies, poems and more. These writings reflect a range 
of ideas that are not meant to represent the opinions or 
beliefs of any one entity, namely the Glendale Unified 
School District. They are meant to be merely an 
opportunity for students to think and to write and to 
experience formal publication of their developing ideas.  

As you peruse the pages, feel free to cogitate on your own 
ideas and how you might like to express them.

Persuasive Prose

Students new to Glendale High School and to the United 
States have as a strong a desire to voice their values – no 
matter how unique their beliefs or how fresh their English. 
Here is one beginning ELD student’s whimsical take on a 
familiar subject.

School at Night by Antoun Khachatarian

I think students should come to school at night, and I would 
like to explain my reasons. My first reason is if students 
came to school at night they could enjoy their sleep during 
the day. They could sleep until at least nine o’clock in the 
morning, which means they would feel better at school. My 
second reason is if students came to school at night, their 
parents would have to buy them cars to protect them from 
danger. My third reason is if students came to school at 
night, they would be making a new life for nights. People 
would all be on task at night, which would help the 
economy. This is my thesis on night school.

I would like to describe my first reason in greater detail. If 
people came to school at night, they could sleep a lot 
during the day in preparation for the night. They could then 
enjoy their sleep fully, and they could afterward eat a 
complete breakfast. Then, when they finally got to school, 
they could be wholly on task. They would be well rested, 
satisfied and focused.

The second reason why students should go to school at 
night is if they came to school at night their parents would
be forced to buy them cars. It would be for their children’s 
protection. Then, not only would the kids get cars, but the 
car companies would get more money. Furthermore,
because more students would have cars, more students 
would learn to drive better, and they would then be more 
intelligent on the road.

According to the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, traffic crashes are the leading cause of 
death for teenagers in America, and teenagers are involved 
in three times as many fatal crashes as other drivers. 

Perhaps if teens had more practice driving, they wouldn’t 
be so dangerous.

The third reason we should have school at night is to make 
a new life for nights. The malls could be open until one 
o’clock or later, and people would be required to be on 
task all night. That would mean that people would be more 
alert and wouldn’t be as vulnerable to thieves.

Maybe a lot of people won’t like my reasons and they’ll 
think my essay is funny, and a lot of people might disagree 
with me because students would make a lot of noise at 
night and then other people couldn’t rest well. But I think 
that things would be better, not worse.

This is just my opinion. If we had school at night, students 
and other people could enjoy their nights; they could wake 
up late; parents would have to buy their children cars, 



which would make car companies richer; and students 
going to school at night would make a life for nights, which 
would both help the economy and block the jobs of thieves. 
What do you think about school at night?

Literary Light

In addition to proffering persuasive prose, English students 
must analyze literary luminaries. Such analysis should be 
more objective than subjective in that it should expound on 
the author’s use of literary elements and devices in order to 
effectively express his or her thesis, or theme.

The Black Pearl by Anthony Pailevanian

What would happen to the greatest gem in the 
world?  Would it be stolen?  Would it be ruined?  How 
many deaths might it be responsible for?  Greed is a 
horrible problem.  The Black Pearl by Scott O' Dell teaches 
an important lesson.  Do not take what is not yours.  He 
uses figurative language, symbolism, and point of view to 
convey this message.

Ramón is just an ordinary kid from a rich family.  His father 
is a very famous pearl dealer.  On Ramón's Birthday, his 
father asks him to join the family business.  Ramón trains
very hard to learn his profession.  He even goes looking for 
pearls once in a while, but he is never allowed off the 
boat.  He wants to learn how to dive, so he asks another 
pearl dealer to teach him. He starts his training in a hidden 
lagoon.  This lagoon is known to be the home of the Manta 
Diablo, the creature feared by many fishermen.  At first, 
Ramón does not believe in the Manta Diablo or in the 
stories his mother told him about this monster, so he goes
to look for pearls in its cave.  He finds an enormous black 
pearl weighing 63 karats.  He takes the pearl back to the 
city, and all it brings is bad luck.  A terrible storm hits 
when his father goes out looking for pearls.  All the men on 
the ship drown except for Gaspar Ruiz, his father's best 
diver.  This man decides to steal the pearl from 
Ramón.  His plan is to take the pearl to a different city and 
to use Ramón to sell the pearl for a much higher 
price.  This plan would be effective because everybody 
knows Ramón's father is the best pearl dealer in the world, 
therefore they would pay a lot of money for the pearl.  On 
the journey, the Manta Diablo takes Ruiz's boat and follows 

them.  Gaspar is angered by the Manta and attempts to kill 
it.  In the process, he dies and Ramón returns back to the 
city of La Paz with the magnificent pearl.  He puts the pearl 
back where it belongs and makes his way back home.

The story has an incredible amount of sensory 
language.  The reader can picture everything that happens 
in the book.  The author’s use of similes and metaphors 
really helps to clarify and intensify the story.  For example, 
the teeth of the Manta Diablo are like seven rows of razor 
sharp knives.  This simile demonstrates the pain caused by 
the monster’s powerful bite.  There are also metaphors. 
For example, “its eyes were a sickle moon.” This metaphor 
shows an image of the disgusting appearance of this 
animal.  The sensory language of this novel articulates the 
images in the author’s mind as he writes the story.

The author's use of symbolism also helps to state the 
theme.  Ramón steals the pearl from the Manta 
Diablo.  Wherever he goes, the Manta Diablo follows 
him.  The Manta does not stop following him until he gives 
back the stolen pearl.  The Manta represents Ramón's 
guilt.  He cannot get away from it.  Gaspar Ruiz is the 
other voice in his head ordering him around. In the 
beginning he is trying to ignore his conscience.  He knows
that what he is doing is wrong but he greedily wants the 
pearl for himself.  It is also the main reason for his 
struggle.  His father represents hope.  He counts on his 
father to help him make hard decisions.  When his father 
dies, he is angered and does what he knows is wrong.

The point of view of this story is very important. It is told 
from Ramón’s point of view.  The reader experiences all 
his thoughts and feelings throughout the story.  The reader 
is limited to what Ramón sees.  This also helps add 
suspense to the novel.  What Ramón has to go through in 
order to save his own life, the reader has to go through. It 
reveals part of the greedy little boy in him, and at the end it 
shows the man he turns out to become.

Ramón reminds me of myself when I was young.  I was 
always trying to hustle people into giving me money.  I 
even stole a dollar from my mom.  I did not think she 
would get mad at me, but the guilt inside myself was 
haunting me.  It was telling me to put it back where I found 
it.  I did not want to listen to this inner voice because I 
wanted to use the money to buy some candy.  I thought of 
all the consequences of stealing the money, so I was scared 
to give it back.  My sister started to blackmail me.  She 
threatened to tell on me if I did not buy her some candy.  I 
decided to put the money back where I found it and not 
have to bear this burden upon my back.

Ramón is just trying to show his dad that he has grown up, 
that he can dive for pearls, so he decides to steal a pearl 
from the lair of the Manta Diablo.  The author is trying to 
show the reader that stealing is wrong.  He uses sensory 



language, figurative language, symbolism and the first 
person point of view to express his message to his readers.

Of Mice and Men by Alexandr Verniss

Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck was written in 1937, and 
it is one of Steinbeck’s most famous short novels. From 
reading the summary on the back of the book, I chose to 
read the whole book, because some of my friends and I 
have had experiences that are similar to the experiences of 
the main characters. This is a novel about two friends that 
have a long-time relationship and dreams for the future. In 
my opinion, this book is a story of real friendship, hard 
work, and drama. One of the author’s important messages 
is: people usually tend to overpower the weakest 
individuals.

The author starts the story by describing a very beautiful 
scene near the Salinas River. Two friends have the same 
dream – they want to have their own piece of earth and 
become independent. They are both trying hard to reach 
their dream. In the story, George is described as being 
wiser than Lennie and is therefore the one who takes care 
of Lennie. Lennie is physically larger than George. He has 
wide and huge shoulders and giant eyes. Lennie is the 
opposite of George. Lennie s big in size and small in 
character while George is small in size and big in character.

This story is about real friendship because George gives up 
his life for Lennie. George keeps saying that he could find a 
better job and family without Lennie; however, he stands
by a promise he once made to Lennie's Aunt, Clara, to take 
care of Lennie. He stays loyal even though he knows that 
people who work on a ranch are the loneliest and have less 
fun than other people. Even with this, they stay together, 
and they remain hopeful about the future. George says they 
are fortunate to be together. 

Lennie is the type of man that does unfortunate things. He 
likes to pet animals too much, and in the end they die 
because of it. Curley, the son of Lennie's boss, gets 
involved because in the end, George and Lennie lose their 
job because Lennie touches Curley's wife's hair too much,
just like the animals. With all these problems, they still stay 
together and never lose hope. 

Regarding the author’s use of words, in this book, many of 
the words are shortened and are different from words
written in other books. This makes the book very 
interesting to me. 

"I got you! You can't keep a job and you lose me ever' job I get. 
Jus' keep me shovin' all over the country all the time. An' that 
ain't the worst. You get in trouble. You do bad things and I got to 
get you out."

This diction is unusual to me, and it is seen throughout the 
book. It makes the characters very real to me.

One of the themes in Of Mice and Men is the importance of 
hard work, because when George and Lennie finally get
their job, they start working really hard in order to reach 
their dream of having their own place. They usually work 
more than eleven hours a day. Because of his hard work, 
old Candy, a man living with his dog and working on the 
same ranch, offers George and Lennie a part of his money 
in order to share their dream and come and live with them. 
They accept his offer and get even happier because now 
they have nearly achieved their goal. 

The author’s plot helps the story. This story is dramatic and 
suspenseful because whenever everything goes back to 
normal, Lennie loses control. For example, he suddenly 
kills Curley's Wife. At this time, old Candy is the first one 
who sees the dead body, and he tells George about it. They 
all decide to tell the truth to everyone. Later, when Curley 
finds out that Lennie killed his wife, he gets crazy and hates 
Lennie even more than before. But, George keeps telling 
him that he did not do it on purpose, but Curley does not 
accept it. For this, George tells Slim, who is the other 
worker, to lock up Lennie instead of killing him. But still 
they think that Curley will come and kill Lennie. In the 
end, Lennie goes back to the river. There’s a flashback of 
his aunt telling him that George does not deserve the things 
that Lennie has done to him. Then, a rabbit appears before
his eyes and starts telling him that he is not worthy to pet a 
rabbit. George comes and tells Lennie to imagine a house 
on the other side of the river, and they talk about the things 
that they dreamed of. At the time, George brings out a
weapon and kills Lennie.

In my opinion, the author uses very beautiful symbolism, 
because Lennie represents Candy’s old dog, which is killed 
early on, and, like the dog, Lennie is not accepted because
he’s useless and weak. When we read this book, we realize 
that the old dog gets killed because of his weaknesses and 
because of the problems that it causes. In the end of the 
story, the same thing happens to Lennie. 

With this symbolism, John Steinbeck proves that 
unfortunately weak characters will always be under 
pressure or ignored or even killed by people who are in a 
better stage of knowledge than them.  

This story reminds me of my friend, because we both help
each other during difficult times. We have also had dreams 
and believed that they would come true by hard work. We 
study hard together in order to get a higher education and 
live in a better place. 

This story also reminds me of our world, which is not 
peaceful, because people want to be better than everybody
else by getting the weak characters out of their way. This is 
one of the realities we have to accept, because it has 
happened for centuries, again and again.



In conclusion, the book Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck 
is a story about two long-time friends who help each other 
when there is no hope. They work hard for their dreams 
and stay hopeful for the future, but, unfortunately, one of 
them causes some drama and ruins their plans. One major
theme of this story is that the weak don’t always survive.

Leaving the Past by Chris Montenegro

"They told me I would never make it, I would never achieve it, 
reality is nourishment but people don't believe it.”

Leaving the Past, by Immortal Technique is a piece of 
literature about leaving your troubles behind and moving 
on.  The artist raps about his personal achievements and 
troubles, the ups and downs of his life, and how he did not 
let anything get in the way of achieving his life's "greatest 
ambition.” Technique has a very descriptive way of writing 
in his song Leaving the Past. The song has numerous amounts
of figurative language and is littered with inspiring quotes.

Technique’s piece starts off with him writing about the way 
he was treated as a maturing boy.  He raps about how he 
owes a lot of his success to all the negative comments and 
remarks that people had said to him. All of that negativity 
pushed him to do better and to prove his worth. A big part 
of the song is advice on moving forward and not stopping 
to weep about the past.

All of Technique’s music is very descriptive.  You get a 
very vivid picture of everything that goes on in all of his 
songs.  The vivid picture he projects in your mind only adds 
to the inspiration of his quotes.  An excellent example of 
his vivid and inspiring quotes is "Hell is not the place you 
go if you’re not a Christian…It’s the failure of your life's 
greatest ambition.”

Not only is this quote descriptive and inspiring, but it is 
also a metaphor. Technique is comparing failing your life's 
greatest goals to hell, which metaphorically means that one 
of the worst things that can happen to you in this lifetime is 
failing to fulfill your life-long dreams.

Figurative language is a big part of all music. It adds flavor 
to songs, and it is a measure of how good an artist you 
are.  Technique’s music is littered with metaphors, similes, 
and personification. Figurative language is what makes a 
good song an amazing song, and Leaving the Past is an 
amazing song. 

An example of a simile from his song is "But that will never 
be me ‘cause I’m leaving the past, like an abused wife with 
the kids, leaving your ass… like a drug addict, clean and 
sober, leaving the stash.”  This simile compares Technique’s
leaving his troubles behind to a wife leaving an abusive 
husband or to a drug addict leaving his addiction. 

Another great thing about this work of art is that it is so 
truthful, and Technique does not hold back. He is not 
afraid to preach his theories.  An example of this is in one 
of his quotes: “I hate it when they tell us how far we came 
to be as if our people's history started with 
slavery....brought the truth to your face with the style I run 
with, like the Navy missile that shot down flight eight-
hundred.”

In the first part of the quote, he points out that many 
people are surprised that blacks have made it this far, and 
he hates that because he knows it would be different if 
blacks were never slaves. The second part of the quote 
proves my point that he’s going to state his opinions no 
matter what.

When he writes about reality being nourishment and all the 
negative remarks toward technique inspiring him, it 
reminds me of the story that one of the substitutes for Ms. 
Kittelson told us. The substitute told us about a student 
coming into a library and the librarian telling him to not 
even bother reading because he would never amount to 
anything.  Because the librarian said this, the student 
worked even harder and went to college to prove the 
librarian wrong.

All in all, Leaving the Past by Immortal Technique was a 
phenomenal song that really inspired me.  What I like most 
about technique's music is that he raps about important 
issues, unlike some traditional music or other artists these 
days.  This song is filled with deeper meanings. You just 
need to read between the words.

Narratives Nights

Narratives may be either fiction or non-fiction. They may 
tell a fanciful tale or expose a truth. Can you tell which of 
the following narratives are contrived and which are true?

A Memorable Childhood Event 
by Harutyun Vartanian

A childhood event that I remember is when my friend and 
his dad took me to the Staples Center for a Los Angeles 
King's hockey game. This was memorable to me because 
I've never been to the Staples Center before to witness a 
King's hockey game. We had front row seats to the game,
and it was a game never to be forgotten. Whatever we 
predicted in the game happened! The food at the Staples 
was amazingly good, and this game against there opponents
would be a game to end their loosing streak.

It all started on a Saturday morning. I got a call around ten 
thirty A.M. from one of my best friends asking me if I’d be 
willing to go with him and his father to an LA King's game 
at the Staples Center. "Why sure. Of course!" I said, "I'd 
love to come with you to the game." We arrived at the 
monstrous arena around three, right before the game 



started. My friend told me we had front row seats, so we'd 
really enjoy it. He also told me that the Kings have been 
having a losing streak and that it would be very hard and 
challenging to knock off their opponents that night. We 
both wished that the Kings would take an early lead and 
beat their opponents. 

It was going to come, but they had to put up a fight. 

It was my first time at a hockey game, so I was expecting 
and looking forward to an actual fight. Just as my friend and 
I predicted, the fight happened in the second period.

The game was going swell. The Los Angeles Kings has a 
lead of two-to-one going into halftime. Halftime is not only 
a break for the players and the fans watching, it’s a time to 
get out of your seat and go eat food! That's exactly what my 
friend and I did. We left our seats and quickly ran to get in 
line. The food at the Staples Center was just phenomenally 
amazing and so tasty. We both ate the Staples Hot Dog. It’s 
a long hot dog that tastes really good. We enjoyed the chips 
and the other tasty food that they offered as well. But as 
halftime ended, and as our food was gone, the third and 
final period was starting.

The game was tied two-to-two during the third period of 
game time. We were really anxious because the third 
period was almost coming to an end, and we wanted the 
Kings to win really badly. We didn't want them to suffer 
another loss. It was my first time there, so I wanted them 
to win. Luck was on our side that day. The reason why this 
is my most memorable day is because of it was my first 
time being there and because of that luck.

With two minutes remaining in the third period, the Kings 
scored a goal! This took them to a three-two lead over their 
opponents. Their opponents tried so hard to score a goal –
they tried every possibility – but the King’s goalie was too 
aggressive and wouldn't let any goal pass him and his 
gloves. As the game came to an end, the Kings opponents 
just gave up and lost the game by one, which gave the Kings 
their first win in a string of losing games. I felt so happy 
that they won; it was just an amazing feeling. The crowd 
went crazy! Watching a game live is such a different feeling 
than watching it on T.V.  I'm really glad I got to go and 
enjoy an amazing victory with my friend and his father.

All in all, this day is my most memorable day. It was a day
I'll always remember. Waking up and going to one of my 
favorite buildings – a place I've dreamed of playing in. I just 
can't thank my friend enough for taking me to this event 
that I'll never forget. 

Small Spaces, Big Memories by Adena Sarkian

Throughout my life, I have done many unusual things. Ever 
since I was little I had the ability to go and hide in little tiny 

spots. I would always go inside my closet or even under 
chairs that would lean against the wall. For me it was 
intriguing to have a little place of my own. Whenever I 
would want to have "solo" time, I would go hide. There 
was always one specific place that I loved.

My family had a T.V table. It was black, and right under it 
were small wooden doors. Right behind those doors were 
the VCR and the tapes. I would open those doors, empty 
out the VCR tapes and just sit inside. 

I enjoyed squeezing into little places throughout the house. 
Whenever my parents or other family members would 
watch T.V. – while they were right in the middle of a 
movie – I would jump out at them and scare them.

Even though I had enjoyed scaring people by jumping out of 
nowhere and screaming at them, I hated it when people 
would scare me. One day I remember I had hidden under 
the dinner table. My mom sat on the chair and I just 
jumped up out of nowhere and yelled at her. Wow, she 
sure got sacred! Later that day my dad made me apologize 
to her. He gave me a long lecture that still to this day I 
remember. He told me how a person can die from shock. I 
wouldn’t believe him. Out of all the talks that I ever had 
with him, that would have to be the talk that shocked me 
the most. And it scared me too. Knowing that a joke might 
kill person was very unbelievable, especially to me at the 
age of four. 

After that talk, I did not play scary jokes on anyone. Not 
only did I back off from scaring other people, but I was also 
careful about where I was going, and who I was with. 
There was no way that I wanted to be scared and die. 

I still didn't think it was possible until my dad told me that 
one of his friends died because she was shocked and scared 
of something. 

After that talk, I would still go and hide in little spots 
around the house, but I would do it just for the fun of it. 

Not to long ago, many years later, I was mad at my parents,
and the first thing that came to my mind was to escape 
from reality for a while. I did not know how I would be 
able to leave my problems behind and just clear my mind. 
Sleeping was the first solution that came to mind. Then a
bit later I had remembered how I used to hide in small 
places to clear my mind. Of course I would not fit into the 
television cabinet anymore, so, I took a journal, and I went 
and sat under the dinner table in the dining room. I sat 
there and remembered my whole childhood. I wrote many 
pages in my journal, and I let all of my feelings out.

Just sitting there under the table might have made me look 
stupid, but, at the same time, I was extremely happy and 
excited. The second I got out from under the dining table, 



my mom asked me what I was doing there, and I said that I 
wanted to feel like a child once again. I missed my 
childhood terribly, and I wished to go back to being four 
years old. 

Once I got under the dining room table, many flashbacks 
when through my mind. I remembered running around a 
big house and running under tables and hiding in the T.V.
cabinet. During those moments my heart pounded against 
my chest, and I actually shed tears of joy. Then, I went 
through my childhood pictures and I found a picture of me 
in the television cabinet. 

I hope to one day feel like a child again, and I want to take 
advantage of the childhood I still have left because time 
passes by extremely quickly. I want to enjoy every minute I 
have alive. 

For me it is funny how a small part of a person’s house can 
bring back so many big memories.

Movie Set by Hera Tachakalian

I started dancing when I was three years old. Dance was 
something that I loved to do. 

A few years ago when I was still in Lebanon, I was at dance 
class on a Friday. My dance teacher told us that there was 
this movie that was going to be huge, and they wanted four 
of the best girl dancers and four of the best boy dancers 
from our group to be in it. He told us he was going to tell 
us, at the end of the class, who the eight people were going 
to be.

My friends and I were very excited, and we couldn't wait to 
hear the news. When class was over, my teacher called 
over three of my friends and me. He told us that we were 
chosen to dance in the movie called "El Bosta,” which in 
Arabic means "The Bus." He called four of my other guy 
friends that were very good dancers and told them the same 
news. We were all happy; we couldn't believe that we 
were finally going to dance in a movie with Karakalla, the 
best dance team in Lebanon.

I was finally going to see celebrities – actors and actresses –
that I loved and couldn't wait to see. I would get to talk to 
them.

I went outside and talked to my friends about it. Then, a 
few minutes later, my dad came to take me home. I was 
very excited to tell him about what had just happened to
me. As a tradition, on Fridays, after dance practice, my dad 
would pick me up and we would go to this restaurant called 
"Orfalea" to enjoy its kebab. Because I’m a vegetarian, my 
dad would order me a special meal so I would sit and eat 
with him. 

As soon as we got there, I told my dad about everything. 
He was as happy as I was. We talked about it the whole 
time. Then we went home and took dinner to my mom and 
brother. Once we got there, my dad told my mom that I 
had something exciting to tell her. I went to my room, 
took a shower, changed clothes and then went into the 
living room. I told my mom everything. She was very 
happy. She almost cried from her happiness.

The next morning I went to my grandparents’ house where 
my cousins were as well. I told my grandma, grandpa, great 
grandpa, my aunt and my cousins about the movie. They 
got all excited. They were all so happy for me. I couldn’t 
have been happier, myself. All the people I loved were 
supporting me and were elated for me.

Two weeks later, it was the big day! I woke up at four 
o'clock in the morning. I had to be there at five so we could 
get on the bus with the crew and head to the studio. The 
place where we were shooting was pretty far away. My dad 
drove me to my dance place, and then he left. I got on the 
bus, and I just couldn’t wait to get there.

Once I got there, I met up with the producer and all the 
actors and actresses. It was so much fun. They had told us 
that our parents could come and watch us dance. My 
parents came and watched us for and hour. They had to 
leave early because they were going to Armenia that day. I 
was very excited for my parents because Armenia was a 
beautiful place; I had just been there a week earlier. I had 
gone with my dance school because every three years they 
do a dance competition in Armenia. 

On the movie set, I didn’t know if I should be sad because 
my parents were leaving for a month or if I should be happy 
and enjoy every single minute of that day. After a while, I 
forgot about everything. I focused on my dancing. It went 
very well, but it was very tiring. We danced for twenty-
one hours!

After we were done, my aunt and her husband came to pick 
me up. I was very happy to see my aunt because as soon as 
she got married she moved to Bahrain, and I hadn’t seen
her much. My aunt and her husband came. and I told them 
about everything. We went to my grand-parents' house 
where everybody was there waiting for my arrival. Once I 
got there, I told them about my day.  Then we all went to 
sleep. I put my head on my pillow and thought What an 
amazing day!

The War and Me by Rima Kalust

My memorable childhood event is when I was around 8 or 
9 years old. It is when the war began. When the war began 
I remember that my family and I went to stay with my 
grandfather because that was the only place that was good 
to stay in at that time. It was better there because we were 
surrounded by family members, and it felt safe. I thought 



that I should write about this memorable event because it is 
the only event that I can remember from my childhood. I 
remember this event because it happened when I was old 
enough to remember.  

I remember one day I woke up because there was shooting 
going on not too far away from my house. The following 
day, my mom woke me up and took my brother and me to 
the middle of the house. Everyone was there: my aunts and 
uncles, my dad, my grandfather and us because around the 
house there were people with guns. They were closer to 
the walls of our house than we were. That day we stayed in 
the same place from morning to night. We stayed put until
the people with guns were gone. 

A couple of days later, my grandfather’s brother who did 
not live far way – perhaps fifteen minutes away – called and 
said that they wanted to come to my grandfather’s house 
because there were people close to his house. My 
grandfather told them that they should stay there until 
those people left. Then they should come. They did just 
that. We all stayed with grandfather until we felt we could 
leave.

Two months later, a middle school was blown up, so my 
mom decided that she needed to take us somewhere even
safer. 

We decided we were going to move to America. My mom 
and dad went to our house to pack our stuff. As they were 
returning, they noticed people in the street robbing cars. 
They came home and said that from that day on no one may 
go back to our house. 

When my family and I were getting ready to go to America
– on the night before we left – my whole family was
crying. When the morning came, and when the car came to
pick us up, everyone started crying again. 

First we went to Jordan. Then we came to America. 

A year later my grandfather, aunt and uncle moved 
somewhere else too. They moved somewhere safe and 
beautiful. Since they moved, they have said that they don’t
regret it. They will never move again. They said that 
where they live is the most beautiful place they have ever 
been. I am so happy for them because they deserve to be 
somewhere that they love.

Now I live in America, and I like it here. I have friends that 
care about me. Also, I have a best friend that I would have 
never met had I not come here.

Coming to America has helped me to live a safer life, and it 
has helped me to meet cousins and friends that I would 
have never met. I have everything that I would want. 

America is a good place to live.

The Emotional Struggles of a Teenager
by Anthony Pailevanian

As he was lying on his bed, all the memories rushed 
through his head.  It felt as if the last eight months has gone 
by in a heartbeat.  School was almost over, and she was 
about to leave.  If only he had met her before.
            

His life was just an ordinary life.  His daily routine was 
repeated day after day.  The mornings would start off dull,
and the day would be exhausting.  Just like a robot, he
walked through the halls of his high school.  He never 
smiled, as there was no reason to.  What was so different 
about this day than all the other days of the school year?
            

As he went to sit down on the cold stone bench where he 
ate his lunch, she walked right by him.  It was the same girl 
that was in all of his classes.  There was something about 
her, something that made her different from all the other 
girls.  She had beautiful blue green eyes and hair the color 
of sweet, milk chocolate. It sparkled in the sun as she 
walked away.
            

His life was usually boring. There was no excitement.  He 
never had the courage to go up and talk to girls.
            

He might have said something if he had gotten the chance,
but those moments were so rare.  He was always 
procrastinating.  He lived by the slogan There are many fish 
in the sea, and one is bound to catch on your bait.
            

He was waiting for a fish to catch onto his bait, but his 
fishing pole wasn’t even in the water.
           

One day at school he was assigned a project, and he had to 
work together with that beautiful girl.
            

They became friends and started hanging out together.
            

Slowly, they started to get to know each other.
            

The more they talked, the more they found out they were 
very much alike.  They were both into the same music, and 
they both loved caramel frappuccinos with extra, extra 
caramel.  The boy didn’t realize it yet, but he was starting 
to fall for this girl.
            

Every day, the relationship grew stronger and stronger 
until he realized that he really liked her.  He had never felt 
this way about a girl before.  All the girls were annoying. 
All they did was talk about the guys they hooked up with  
and gossip about the girls they didn’t like.  But she wasn’t 
like that. He would never hear those words come out of 
her mouth.  She started to change him. He started to break 
away from his shell and have to courage to talk to girls.
            

His life became interesting.
            

For the first time since he was a little kid, he would wake 
up excited to go to school, excited to see her face again, 



and when school was over, he would look forward to the 
next day when he could see her again.
            

When he was around her, his body was at peace.  No one 
made him feel like that but her. 
            

Suddenly, one day, the girl started acting differently.  She 
kept her distance and wouldn’t pay attention to what he 
was saying.  She was listening, but not really.  Her answers 
were short and simple, and there wasn’t much 
communication between them.  He was very frustrated.
He thought to himself: How could she be like this? This is not 
the girl I like. This is someone else!
            

He tried his best to get over his feelings for her.  At one 
point he thought he did, but then he realized he wasn’t 
fooling anybody – not even himself.  He couldn’t forget 
her. He couldn’t forget the way she made him feel.  The 
feelings of dislike would disappear the second he saw her 
face.  He just couldn’t do it.  He couldn’t get over her.
            

Lucky for him, she changed back.  She started to talk to 
him again and to spend time with him.  He couldn’t be any 
happier.
            

Then she brought the worst news possible. She was leaving 
for a long time. She was transferring out of school.  He 
would no longer see her again! 
            

The news hit him strait in the forehead when he was least 
expecting it.  All these thoughts went through his head. He
thought about the great times they had together – the  
priceless moments that money could never buy.  He 
realized to himself that the slogan he used to live by was 
wrong.
            

The truth was, there are many fish in the sea, but they are 
not all the same.  Different species of fish have different 
personalities and different tastes. Some may catch onto 
your bait, but not always the fish that you are hoping for.
            

There will be the stupid ones that bite your bait right away,
and then there will be the best ones that seem out of your 
reach, keeping their distance. If and when those fish ever 
bite, you better hold on tight and never let go. They come 
just once in a blue moon.
            

So, as he left for school the next day, he had these new 
thoughts in his mind. He would close in on his catch, and 
he would not let her escape out of his arms.
            

Brave Matriarch by Hera Tchakalian

My grandmother is a brave woman. She’s been through a 
lot and she always knows how to control herself. She’s a 
very intelligent woman. She is the rock of our family. 

My grandmother grew up in a poor family with three 
brothers, one sister and of course her parents. When her 
brothers and sisters got married she had to say home and 

take care of her parents. At the age of seventeen, she got 
married to a great man, who became my grandfather. She 
moved in with her mother and father-in-law. She gave birth 
to my mom and two other beautiful girls who grew up to 
become amazing people. 

My grandmother had a pretty good life. She had a wealthy 
husband that she loved, and she had a terrific family. My 
grandmother was the prettiest lady in her town. They 
would all wait for her to come out of her house to see what 
she was wearing and to admire her beauty. 

One day a housecleaner came to my grandmother’s house 
and told her how pretty she was and asked if she could sit 
and stare at her beauty. 

A few hours later, when the lady left, my grandmother 
went to the kitchen to make coffee for her husband. When 
she turned on the stove her whole face burned. 

They took her to the hospital. My grandmother’s beauty 
was gone. She went through a huge depression. 

Eventually, she decided to forget about it and move on with 
her life, but it wasn’t easy. She had to keep up with her
family of seven. She had to take care of her husband and 
children, her parents and her husband’s parents. 

Time went by, and our whole family has remained close. 
We all love each other and we see each other often. We 
never thought we might one day lose someone. 

Six years ago, my aunt, when she was thirty-seven years 
old, had a rock in her liver, which was something usually 
very easy to get rid of. She went to the hospital to take it 
out with a laser. The doctor made a mistake and injured my 
aunt’s liver. She passed away a few months later. She left 
behind four kids, ages eight, nine, sixteen and eighteen. She 
passed away on her oldest child’s birthday. 

My grandmother, my aunt and my mom have shared taking 
care of them, but most of the work has been on my 
grandmother’s behalf because my aunt and my mom have 
their own families to take care of. 

It has been hard for all of us, but especially my 
grandmother. She would go to my aunt’s gravesite seven 
days a week. It’s pretty far from her house but she would 
always insist on going. She never learned to drive because 
the day my grandfather was going to take her to learn, she 
burned her face. She never wanted to drive since then. 

My grandfather stopped working a few years ago because of 
his health, so my grandmother has had to do all of the 
work. Three years ago my other aunt got married and 
moved to another country. A year later, my family and I
came to America, so my grandmother has been left all by 
herself. 



One day, when I grow older, I would like to go back to 
Lebanon and give my grandmother the life she deserves.

Descriptive Delights
            

In secondary school, students must write to a variety of 
genres. One genre that is especially potent is the 
descriptive essay. It provides students with an opportunity 
a focus on the details of their surroundings and to apply to 
their writing the whole of their sensory perception.
            

The following short essays were written by ELD 1-2 
students whom were asked to apply to their already 
developed points of view an entirely new vernacular. 
            

They had to describe an old setting using their new 
language, and they had just one class with no time to revise. 
            

The Gulf of Persia by Nareg Manookian
            

I have been once to the Gulf of Persia. It’s a Gulf at the 
very south of Iran. It has hot and very dry weather. I went 
there with my brother when I was ten years old. Not 
everyone can go there because it takes an entire day with a 
car and two hours by airplane. 
            

When we arrived there, the weather was hot and dry. It 
smelled like dead fish and salt. There were lots of boats 
with fishermen who were trying to catch fish. The view 
was beautiful. The sun was a bright yellow, and the ocean 
was as blue as the sky. 
            

We talked with one of the fishermen. He told us that he 
had caught many fish. I picked up one of the fishes with my 
hand. The fish was alive, and it slid out of my hand because 
it was wet and slippery. There was special music playing 
that I had never heard before. It had a unique and rhythmic 
beat.
            

The sights, smells, and tastes and sounds were things I had 
not before experienced.
            

Vienna, Austria by Sharis Madadi
            

One year ago I was in Vienna, Austria. Austria is a country 
with many states. There are lots of places to sightsee. I 
don’t know how to describe Vienna, where I lived for five 
months. 
            

The sky was blue, just like the sea. There was no pollution 
to bother you. There were lots of parks and playgrounds. 
Every time I went out I saw kids playing in the parks. 
            

There were people from foreign countries. Some of them 
were refugees. Some were people who had emigrated there 
to work and live. In one sentence, I can say that Vienna was 
a bowl of salad with everything mixed. 
            

Austrian people speak both German and Austrian. The 
Austrian language is quite like German. Some people also 

know English, but they don’t like to speak English. I don’t 
know why, but maybe they think it’s their country and 
everyone in their country should speak Austrian. 
            

I was there for a few months right before Christmas. I saw 
that people were so happy. They were singing and 
laughing. They made the city more colorful than it was 
before. They put lots of lights in the streets and on buses. 
            

When I went out on Christmas Day, I was so excited. I said 
to myself, “Wow, this is amazing!” I didn’t believe what I 
was watching. Everywhere there were lights. The city was 
like a colorful painting. 
            

Vienna has so many places to sightsee. It has numerous 
churches. One of the most popular churches in Vienna is 
called St. Stephen’s Cathedral. It is in the middle of the 
city, and at all four sides of this church there are four 
smaller churches. St. Stephen’s church is big and black. The 
church was designed with lots of paintings, so when you go 
inside the church you feel that you’re living 100 years ago.
            

One of the best things in Vienna is the transportation. The 
buses arrive every two minutes. The subway works very 
fast, and you don’t need a car. With transport like that you 
will never be late for school or anywhere else. 
            

Another good thing is the security of the city. Vienna is 
very, very safe. Everyone there feels comfortable. 
            

Vienna was special for me because of its nature, historical 
places, transport and security. 
            

Morelos Street by Osvaldo Flores
            

The screams of the people, the smack of the ball when 
someone kicks it, the roar of the river, the wind in your 
face, and the people screaming, “Move!” 
            

Those sounds tell you where you are. You are on Morelos 
Street, the center of soccer in my city. 
            

The old, breaking cement is the field. The big green 
guamuchiles trees and the walkway are the bleachers, and 
two blocks of cement, each with two tubes are the goals. 
            

Morelos Street is an abandoned street by a river where 
anyone can go without permission. The players are all 
Mexicans of any kind of age. They are fat, small, tall and 
old – all kinds of players. The only rule is Know how to play 
good soccer.
            

When someone tricks a person with moves of the feet, the 
expression on their face might be worry, happiness or
anger. And the sweat is the signal that they are playing 
soccer. 
            

Morelos Street was my second house in México. In school I
would watch the clock to see what time it was – to see if it 
was time to go. When school finished, I would drive home 



to drop off my sister and change my clothes and then rush
to my second home.
            

Morelos Street was special for me because my friends and I 
discovered it. We changed the name of it to Morelos,
which was the name of our school. We invited a lot of 
people to come and play games – six versus six. I 
discovered this place when I was thirteen years old. We 
cleared the plants, washed the cement and put up the goals.
            

My friend’s father became president one year later, and he 
bought the place for us. 
            

Morelos Street was and is my favorite place in México.
            

What Is?

Writing can be fun when it is seen as an opportunity – an 
opportunity to express a personal belief, to connect to 
someone else or to make your own signature mark. 
            

Here is how a few writers made use of their opportunities. 
            

What is bravery?
            

Bravery is something that is very hard to explain. You don’t 
have to be strong to be brave. Once, a great man said, 
“Someone who is fighting five minutes longer is braver than 
someone who is fighting ten times better.” This quote says 
that you don’t need strength to be brave. You need 
stamina. – Areg Ghazaryan
            

Bravery is being strong and giving your life for another. 
Bravery is when there is something you want to do but you 
are scared. For example, I was sick and I needed help. My 
mother was there next to me the whole time. I needed 
surgery. My blood was bad. I had too many white cells in 
my blood, and I was scared that I was going to die. My 
mom was so scared that I was going to die. My mom gave 
me her blood. She did not care what might happen to her. 
She overcame her fear. She saved me, and we were both so 
happy. – Naira Hakobyan
            

What is happiness? 
            

Happiness is everything that you get without money. For 
example, money might buy you a nice car, which will make 
you happy for two weeks, tops, but it won’t make you 
happy forever. Also, money can’t get you a girlfriend or 
make you good at something that you like. And it can’t get 
you A’s and B’s in class. – Mehr Margousian
            

It is very hard to define happiness. Happiness means being 
happy, but to be happy every person needs something 
different. Some people need money to be happy and some 
other people who are rich need family. – Areg Ghazaryan
            

Happiness is freedom. If I am free, then I am happy. I hope 
that when I grow up, I will be free. Now, I live with my 
family, but I have decided that when I graduate from high 

school that I am going to go to college and then to 
university. After university, I will work to have my own 
place. I want to be an independent person and live my life 
the way I want. I want some time to be alone and to think 
about life and to try to enjoy the things around me. I know 
some people for whom happiness is money, cars and things 
like that. But for me it is freedom. Because when you are 
free then you can do and have everything. 
– Nare Nazaryan
            

What is power?
            

To have power is to have control over something. For 
example, if there is something that you know is the right 
thing to do and you don’t do it, you’re not using your 
power. If you used your power, you would do the right 
thing. – Juan Gonzalez
            

Power is something we all can have. Power can be helpful, 
and it can destroy. If a good person gains power, it’s great 
and it will make so many changes in a positive way. But if 
an evil person gets power, then you can only hope for the 
best because they might use it the wrong way and destroy 
all the good things. For example, if you are the head of staff 
or a congress person or a principal or a president you have 
power and control over the country. You have many 
difficult decisions. If you do good things for your country,
then you are using your power in a good way. It’s really 
important to try. Carefulness always helps. 
– Ruzan Mailyan 
            

What is compassion?
            

Compassion is nice and kind. To be compassionate is to 
care about the people around you. Sometimes when friends 
are not in a good mood we show compassion toward them. 
We help them to get out of a hard situation. When I help 
someone who needs me, or when I just talk to them, I 
show compassion. It is selfish to not show compassion and 
to think of only of ourselves. We need to think about 
others, too, and to try to help them, no matter what,
because someday we might need the same. – Eline Telyan
            

What is a fighter?
            

A fighter is someone who can take a beating and who can 
release the same amount of force right back at another. An 
example would be in Ju Jitsu. You use your strength to 
bring down an opponent. Fighting comes in handy 
sometimes. There are different types of fighting. A fighter 
can inflict pain, or he can defend himself without doing any 
damage at all.  – Arvin Pirijanian
            

A fighter is someone who ignores the odds and pushes 
onward, hoping beyond all reason that the road ahead – the 
unpaved road seemingly headed toward a steep cliff –will 
take a turn or contain a fork or spontaneously erupt in an 
unforeseen round-a-bout. I dedicate this newsletter to a 
friend of mine who has been fighting and fighting and 



fighting with incredible tenacity and strength and good 
humor during several bouts with cancer and who, no 
matter the statistics or his doctor’s words or his bone pain 
or his sadness, rises each day and smiles and retains his will 
to live. He lives each and every day as though there were 
nothing wrong at all. He is a fighter. – Andrea Kittelson
            

What is love? by You, the Reader
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
            

What is your favorite verb?
            

My favorite verb is think. I think it is very important. All 
great ideas come from thinking. The best solutions to 
problems come from thinking. The entire world was built 
by ideas that people got while thinking. Imagine a world 
where people didn’t think! – Anthony Pailevanian 
            

My favorite verb is smile. I love to smile. I love to make 
people laugh. From smiling at someone, their whole day 
could change. I believe that smiles are contagious. 
– Michelle Arboleda
            

My favorite verb is dance. The reason I chose dance is 
because I would have never thought as a child that I would 
love it so much. I use to hate it when at parties they would 
drag me onto the dance floor and make me dance. Now I 
am older, and dancing is something I enjoy all the time. I 
have learned so many types of dance, and I still push myself 
to become a better dancer. I just love what music can do 
for a body and how it changes a person. – Jules Blandon
            

My favorite verb is listen. I always try to listen and learn 
something from people when they say smart things. I don’t 
like to listen to people who are saying things that don’t 
interest me. I like to talk to smart people. I also like it 
when people listen to the things that I say. The more things 
a person knows from listening, the smarter he or she is. 
–Nare Nazaryan

            

My favorite verb is dream. Dream is my favorite verb 
because sometimes dreams are better than reality. Dreams 
are places where you are the most important person. It’s 
your dream, and you can control it. You can be rich in your 
dream. You can be famous. You can be anything and 
everything you want in your dreams. For me dream is the 
best verb (and noun:).  – Ilona Khanzratyan
            

Write is a pretty cool verb. Writing is basically putting 
words on paper with a pen or pencil. It helps to express an 
idea, or it could just be homework. Some people enjoy 
writing because it lets them say things they might not
normally say. Not all writing has a purpose. Sometimes you 
can write about nothing and it will be fun. – Juan Aguilar

What is your greatest weakness?
            

My greatest weakness is my fear of grass. It is so scary 
because it’s pointy and sharp. I hope that one day I can just 
be like whatever about it and finally be able to walk over it.
– Juan Aguilar
            

What is your strongest attribute?
            

My best attribute is that I am good at selling electronics. I 
don’t find it very interesting, but that is what I am good at. 
Another is construction. I am good at it, and I love it. It can 
serve me in my life because when I buy my own house I 
won’t need to pay other people to come over and build; I’ll 
just do all the things I need by myself. – Eric Rodriguez
            

Prose versus Poetry
            

When you want to express yourself fully in sentences, use 
prose. When you want to try to be more economical and 
rhythmic and go straight for the soul, use poetry. 
            

A genre of poetry that is especially accessible to ELD 
students is Haiku. In Haiku the rules are simple, but not 
easy. Write a profound thought in seventeen syllables organized 
into lines of 5-7-5.

Birds in a Group by Haykaz Martirosyan

Birds fly in the sky
They fly and find food to eat
Birds live with their group

Loud Music by Vahagen Sinanian

When music is loud
You’re bothering your neighbor
But I like it loud!

Gray Lake by Kyungmin Park

The big circle moon
Looks like a giant gray lake
I hope to go there

Parents by Kyungmin Park

Parents always there
They’re water; we are flowers
They help us to grow

War by Brian Avakemian

All wars kill people
They burn down all our houses
And makes us fight more

Rocks and Stones by Cielo Garcia

Rock is like all things
Some are down into the Earth
Others just small stones
            



Research Rites

Another genre, of course, is the research paper. Students 
were assigned a 1,000+ word report on any topic. Here is 
one student’s response.

Gas Prices: The Growing Dilemma 
by Arthur Mkrthcian

For the past few years, the price of gasoline has been rising 
at an alarming rate. People have tried to avoid the high cost 
of gasoline by jogging, biking or using public transportation 
to get to their destination. Yet, gas prices are still rising by 
the week. Gas station owners are abandoning their 
businesses because of the lack of profit due to the high 
prices at which gas companies sell their product. Why is 
this happening? I believe the reasons for this are: the rising 
demand for oil; politics; conflicts between oil-containing 
countries; and the fact that the oil reserves are drying up. 

One reason gas prices are skyrocketing is the increasing 
demand for oil. “Demand for oil has increased worldwide 
as countries like China, India, as well as other developing 
countries, are dramatically increasing their demand for oil.” 
(Rosenberg). With investors putting their money into oil 
because of the declining American dollar, the price of gas 
rises. 

Gasoline is also needed to power the large, gas-guzzling 
SUV’s and also for transportation used to import and 
export goods from country to country. This has caused 
some people to lose interest in what used to be the best-
selling trucks and SUV’s (Rosenberg). With everyone 
needing oil, and there not being enough to go around, oil 
ends up going to the highest bidder. 

Growing countries like India and China are now surpassing 
the United States in the demand for oil, so it is harder for 
America to get a hold of gasoline. Now that there are 
consumers of gas, both in America and Asia, the price 
needs to be adjusted accordingly. “The traditional pattern 
of the countries of the Middle East being the suppliers of oil 
and the countries in the West being the consumers has 
altered.” (Putatunda). 

This quote proves that the shift in some countries’ roles has 
affected the price of gasoline for the worse. This has caused 
a rise in pas prices because it adds another element to the 
formula that determines the price for gasoline. 

Another reason for the rise of gasoline prices are the 
politics and the conflicts between countries that prevent 
them from producing oil. The war in Iraq is preventing the 
government from producing oil. Oil-producing countries in 
Africa are facing the same problem due to their various civil 
wars with rebels. 

The price for refining oil in America has become expensive 
due to congressional decisions requiring the production of 

cleaner gasoline blends and also the loss of oil refineries 
after hurricanes Katrina and Rita. 

America is also facing problems with oil reserves. Their oil 
reserves are drying up, which is forcing them to look into 
drilling in the Gulf of México, which is very expensive and 
America can’t afford it. (Putatunda) With her budget 
focusing on more pressing issues, America is not ready to 
upgrade to new areas for drilling.

The scarcity of oil everywhere is playing a major role in the 
rise of gas prices. With gasoline becoming hard to find, the 
price has to be adjusted. The oil reserves that the world has 
relied on in the Middle East are apparently close to drying
up. The world needs to find new, fresh sources of oil, but it 
is highly possible that they may never find any. 

Oil professionals say that the world has reached ‘peak oil’ 
whereby there is hardly any oil left to be drilled and the 
production of oil will decline until there is no more. 
(Cummins). 

Transportation has been one main cause of the rapid 
depletion of oil. America has spent two thirds of her oil 
already.

Many countries have come up with plans to slow down the 
inevitable drying up of oil by rationing gas or by 
encouraging their citizens to use less gas or by giving it up 
altogether and using substitutes, such as public 
transportation, biking and jogging. 

These countries are also trying to find new energy sources, 
whether it is hydro-power, solar power, biomass or wind. 

Alternative energy sources seem to be the only option for 
many small countries because of the current exclusiveness 
to most of the gasoline of the global superpowers that need 
it most. 

Alternative sources are a good option for everyone. To get 
around the high cost of gasoline, many consumers have 
bought hybrid cars, which use much less gasoline than 
regular automobiles. 

Legislation is being passed, and companies are stepping up. 
It has been said that all cars that do not get a per-gallon 
average of 35 by the year 2020 will be taken off the road.

Chrysler is taking steps toward a solution by promising to 
produce cars that have a 35 or more mile-per-gallon 
average (35 MPG). By taking action on this early, Chrysler 
may lead the rest of the automobile manufacturers into 
making fuel efficient cars earlier than expected. 

New gas-efficient cars may help us sustain the ‘peak oil’
situation until an energy substitute is found. 

With the growing number of problems caused by the 
scarcity of gas, every country should start building their 
own alternative energy source. Few countries are prepared 



for a peak oil situation. There must be alternative energy 
sources that will replace fossil fuels so that the world may 
remain stable. 

Sources (Abridged):

 “35 MPG: Why Wait Until 2020?”
     <http://www.mpgomatic.com/2008/03/15/35-mpg-      
why-wait-until-2020/>

Cummins, H.J. “Drying up of Oil Could Mean Sticky 
Problems” 
<http://www.startribune.com/lifestyle/faith/11327616.
html>

Putatunda, Rita “Why are Gas Prices so High?” 
<http://www.buzzle.com/articles/why-are-gas-prices-
so-high.html>

Rosenberg, Matt “An Overview of High Gas Prices and 
Their Cause.”
<http://www.geography.about.com/od/globalproblemsa
ndissues/>

Sudoku that Satisfies

Why do people love puzzles? Because the de-puzzling of 
them satisfies the mythical urge to slay all kinds of dragons.
Humans love a great challenge. 

Here is one such challenge that student Rene Fuentes 
especially enjoyed. See if you can meet it.

7 1 6 5 8
3 9 7

5 4

2 4 6 9 8 1
1

8 6
5 1

2 5 7 6 3

Reprinted form the LA Times
© 2008 The Mepham Group. Distributed b Tribune Media Services. 
All rights reserved.

Maze that Mystifies

From: www.mazes.org.uk



Comics that Compel

Throughout their academic careers, students have discussed the various components of a compelling narrative. Depicted here 
are a few of the most essential conflict, irony and paradox. Can you tell which depiction represents which idea?

   CONFLICT – EVO Versus R34 Skyline by Eric Hartounian

IRONY – Safety Last by Oscar Avina 

Can you explain why this is ironic?

____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________



I Hate School by Oscar Avina

PARADOX – Kill to Live by Anthony Pailevanian

IRONY AND PARADOX – Drugs Both Kill and Save by Hao Lau

Can you explain how this last depiction might be both paradoxical and ironic?

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for enjoying this issue of the Glendale High Tide. An online version is available at www.webstaclecourse.com. Any
comments or questions should be addressed to Ms. Kittelson at akittelson@gusd.net or ak@webstaclecourse.com. Thank you.


